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Robust Model Estimation

(or how to deal with noise)

with Anup B. Rao and Kevin Lai



Provable guarantees for deep learning?

What could the form of such guarantees be?

Under what conditions (on input distribution, function) does 
Stochastic Gradient Descent work?

Does it help if the data is generated by a NN? (Is the “realizable” 
case easier?)

with Le Song, John Wilmes and Bo Xie



Classical Estimation Problems

 Given samples from an unknown distribution in some class e.g. 

a 1-dim Gaussian 

 Can we accurately estimate its mean and variance? Yes!



The maximum likelihood 

estimator converges (1910-1938)

R. A. Fisher/ S. S.Wilks



The maximum likelihood 

estimator converges

Fisher/Wilks J. W. Tukey

What about errors in the 

model itself? (1960)



Robust Estimation: 1-d example

Given corrupted samples from a 1-d Gaussian:

can we accurately estimate its parameters?

=+
ideal model noise observed model



Classical Estimation Problems

 Given samples from a mixture of two unknown Gaussians

 Can we accurately estimate all parameters --- means, 
variances, mixing weights? 

 Yes! By matching first 6 moments [Pearson 1894]

 What about with noise?



Principal Component Analysis
 Clustering

 Unraveling mixtures

 Optimization

 Supervised learning

 Independent Component Analysis

 …

 Project data to top k principal components, i.e., span of eigenvectors 
of covariance matrix of data. 

 What if data is corrupted? 
 k points can completely destroy top k components. 

 Would like to estimate covariance matrix in spite of noise!



Robust Statistics

J. W. Tukey

What about errors in the 

model itself? (1960)



The Noise

An adversary can add upto fraction of points 

after looking at samples from the distribution

(A strengthening of Huber’s contamination model) 



Problem Definition

Adversary gets to add      fraction of arbitrary points to the 

sample

 i.i.d samples                                

 Adversary adds arbitrary 

Estimate the mean and covariance of 



Problem Definition 

𝜇: Mean of 𝐷

Σ: Covariance of 𝐷

Goal: Compute Ƹ𝜇 and Σ to  

Minimize  ‖ Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇‖ and  ‖Σ − Σ‖



Applications

 Finding the best-fit distribution

 Robust (agnostic) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

 Robust Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

 Robust hidden Markov models

 …



Information-theoretic limits

 Best possible mean estimate, even if true distribution is a 

1-d Gaussian 𝑁 𝜇, 𝜎2 :

Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = Ω(𝜂𝜎)

 𝜂 fraction points can shift the mean by ~𝜂𝜎

 therefore no algorithm can tell the difference.



Do empirical mean and covariance work?

No!

=+
ideal model noise observed model

A single point can arbitrarily change the estimate

But the median and median absolute deviation do work



Let                          , dimension = 

1. Coordinate-wise median

2. Geometric median: 

In worst case: 

Lower bound:

Higher dimension



Previous Approaches

Error Time

Tukey Median O(𝜂) NP-Hard

Geometric Median O(𝜂 𝑛) poly(𝑛,𝑚)

Tournament O(𝜂) 𝑚𝑂(𝑛)

O(𝜂 𝑛)Pruning O(𝑛𝑚)

…



Results



Bounded 4th Moments

In every direction     :

E.g., Subgaussian, subexponential, distributions with finite 4th

moments…   



Information-theoretic limits

 Best possible mean estimate, even if true distribution is a 

1-d Gaussian 𝑁 𝜇, 𝜎2 :   Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = Ω(𝜂𝜎)

 For a distribution satisfying the 4th moment condition, 

best possible estimate:

Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = Ω(𝜂3/4𝜎)

1 − 𝜂 /2 (1 − 𝜂)/2 𝜂

−𝜎 𝜎 𝜎/𝜂1/4



Results: Known Covariance

Theorem 1.

Lower bound: 

#samples: 

There is a polytime algorithm to find Ƹ𝜇 s.t.

Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = 𝑂 𝜂3/4𝜎 log 𝑛

𝑚 ≈
𝑛 log 𝑛 log

𝑛
𝜂

𝜂2
= ෨𝑂

𝑛

𝜂2



Results: Unknown Covariance

has mean    and covariance            

Theorem 2.

Lower bound: 

There is a polytime algorithm to find Ƹ𝜇 s.t.

Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = 𝑂 𝜂1/2𝜎 log 𝑛



Results: Unknown Covariance

Lower bound: 

#samples: 

There is a polytime algorithm to find Ƹ𝜇 s.t.

Ƹ𝜇 − 𝜇 = 𝑂 𝜂1/2𝜎 log 𝑛

𝑚 ≈
𝑛 log 𝑛 log 𝑛/𝜂

𝜂4/3
= ෨𝑂

𝑛

𝜂4/3

Theorem 2.



Results: Covariance Estimation

Theorem 3.



Results: Covariance Estimation

# samples:

Need bounded 8th moments and 8-wise independence

𝑚 ≈
𝑛2 log 𝑛 log 𝑛/𝜂

𝜂2
= ෨𝑂

𝑛2

𝜂2

Theorem 3.



Concurrent work

 [Diakonikolas, Kamath, Kane, Li, Moitra, Stewart ’16]

 Near-optimal bounds for certain distributions, 

including Gaussians.

 For Gaussians, log 𝑛 is replaced by log(1/𝜂).



1-d: Bounded 4th moment

Median doesn’t work! 

Solution: find the smallest interval that contains             

fraction of the points. 

½ ½ 

1-d is easy



Algorithm



Gaussian pts
Noise pts
Gaussian mean
Overall mean

= Gaussian mean  

= Mean of Gaussian+Noise

Suffices to know the direction 

of the mean shift vector!

Idea for higher dimension



Gaussian pts
Noise pts
Gaussian mean
Overall mean

Project to the 𝑛 − 1 dimensional space 

orthogonal to mean-shift direction

Suffices to know the direction of the mean shift.

Idea for higher dimension



Gaussian pts
Noise pts
Gaussian mean
Overall mean

Top principal component? 

Idea for Higher Dimensions

No!



Algorithm

1.Weak outlier removal 

2. Project to top 
𝑛

2
principal components; 

recurse.



Algorithm: Part 1: Weak Outlier Removal 

1. If dim = 1, return the 

median of S.

2. Discard points farther 

than 𝐶𝜎 𝑛 from 

coordinate-wise median



Algorithm: Part 1

1. If dim = 1, return the 

median of S.

2. Discard points farther 

than 𝐶𝜎 𝑛 from 

coordinate-wise median



Algorithm: Part 1

1. If dim = 1, return the 

median of S.

2. Discard points farther 

than 𝐶𝜎 𝑛 from 

coordinate-wise median



Algorithm: Part 2

3.V = span of top n/2 

eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix of S

W = span of bottom n/2 

principal components.

top n/2
eigenspace

bottom n/2
eigenspace



Algorithm: Part 2

3. V = span of top n/2 

eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix of S

W = span of bottom n/2 

principal components.

4. Recursively compute the 

mean of S in V.

5. Append the sample mean 

in W: mean(ProjW(S)). 

top n/2
eigenspace

bottom n/2
eigenspace



Simulation



Part 1: Weak outlier removal



Simulation



top n/2
eigenspace

bottom n/2
eigenspace

Part 2: Project to top n/2 space



top n/2
eigenspace

bottom n/2
eigenspace

Recurse after projecting to top n/2 space

Mean shift vector



Analysis



Analysis

Gaussian Noise Mean shift

= Gaussian mean,       = sample mean 

mean shift vector:  

Input



Outlier removal mollifies noise

Outlier removal ensures noise can increase 

n/2’th eigenvalue only by a small amount  



Step 1: Outlier Removal

From outlier removal: 

Weyl’s inequality: 



Step 2: Projection

bottom n/2
eigenspace

top n/2
eigenspace

is small



Projection of mean shift is small

Small n/2’th eigenvalue ⇒ projection of 

mean-shift vector to bottom eigenspace is small



Step 2: Projection

Therefore, 

PSD



Algorithm

: Gaussian mean,     : mean of Gaussian + Noise

Estimate for the mean in       : 

in                   =  

There are          levels. So, total error:



Mean estimation



Summary

• An algorithm for robust estimation mean and covariance

• Works for a wide class of distributions

• Needs only nearly linear number of samples for mean 

estimation

• Simple and practical: 
https://github.com/kal2000/AgnosticMeanAndCovarianceCode

https://github.com/kal2000/AgnosticMeanAndCovarianceCode


Open Questions

• Improve the analysis? 

• Tight bounds?   

• Diakonikolas et al. have obtained several nice results              

• Robust estimation for other models: e.g., 

• Gaussian mixtures

• Graphical models

• Topic models

• …  



Guarantees for deep learning?

Lower bounds for realizable  case:

. . . everything is close to realizable



Guarantees for deep learning?

Lower bounds for realizable case:

NP-Hard to train neural network with 3 threshold neurons  

(A. Blum–Rivest 1993)

Complexity/crypto assumptions ⇒ cannot efficiently learn even 

small depth-2 networks (even improperly) 

(Klivans–Sherstov,  2006), 

(Daniely–Linial–Shalev-Schwartz, 2014)

Even with nice input distributions, some deep learning  

algorithms don’t work 

(Shamir, 2016)



Guarantees for deep learning?

Some positive results (in realizable case):

Learn linear dynamical systems (Hardt–Ma–Recht, 2016),  

single layer ReLU NN with special structure  

(Brutzkus–Globerson, 2017)

Can learn some NNs, via non-NN algorithms  

(Janzamin–Sedghi–Anandkumar, 2016),

(Zhang–Lee–Jordan, 2015), 

(Arora–Bhaskara–Ge–Ma, 2013)



A nice family of neural networks

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

O˜(n)  

sigmoid  

units

n-dim  

input

Linear  

output



Smooth activation functions

Sigmoid function of sharpness  s is e
sx

1+esx

s = 1 s = 4 s = 12



A little more generality

logconcave

logconcave

logconcave

logconcave

logconcave

ReLU,  
PReLU,
softplus,
sigmoid

. . .

n-dim  

input
Linear  
output



Use deep learning!

Choose your favorite network architecture, activation units, loss  

function, gradient descent variant, regularization scheme. . .



A computational lower bound

Choose your favorite network architecture, activation units, loss  

function, gradient descent variant, regularization scheme, etc.

“Theorem”

If using only “black box” functions of input
(e.g., gradients via Tensorflow, Hessians via Autograd) 

need
2Ω 𝑛

𝑠2
function evaluations of accuracy < 

1

𝑠 𝑛
.



A little more context

O˜(n)  

sigmoid  

units

n-dim  

input

Linear  

output

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

N (0,1)

Janzamin–Sedghi–Anandkumar (2015) give tensor  decomposition algorithm with 

additional assumptions and sample size polynomial in n and condition number of 

weight matrix

Shamir (2016) gives exponential  lower  bounds against “vanilla” SGD with mean-

squared loss and ReLU units (nonrealizable, but similar construction)



A little more generality

ReLU,  
PReLU,
softplus,
sigmoid,

.. .

n-dim  

input
Linear  
output

logconcave  

logconcave  

logconcave  

logconcave  

logconcave  

Lower bound applies to algorithms of following form:  

1. Estimate v = E(x,y)∼D(h(W ,x,y))

where W: current weights,

(x,y): labeled example from input dist. D

H: arbitrary [0, 1]-valued function

2.     Use v  to update W .



Statistical Query Algorithms

Statistical algorithms: no direct interaction with labeled examples  

Definition

Statistical query algorithm interacts with input distribution (X, D)  

only by evaluating expectations of bounded functions. More precisely, 

for any query function 𝑓:𝑋 → [0,1], with 𝑝 = 𝐸(𝑓 𝑋 ) and any 

integer 𝑡 > 0, the oracle VSTAT(t) returns 𝑣 s.t.

𝑣 − 𝑝 ≤ max
1

𝑡
,
𝑝(1 − 𝑝)

𝑡

(error of t Bernoulli coin tosses, each of bias p). 

1

2

3



Statistical Query Algorithms

Framework introduced by (Kearns, 1993) with STAT oracle.

VSTAT gives tighter bounds, introduced by  (Feldman–

Grigorescu–Reyzin–Vempala–Xiao, 2012)

Known algorithms for supervised/unsupervised learning can be 

viewed as SQ algorithms. 

Only known exception: Parity learning via Gaussian elimination.

Nearly  tight SQ  lower  bounds for:

Learning (noisy) parity (Kearns, 1993),  (Blum–Furst–

Jackson–Kearns–Mansour–Rudich, 1994)

Detecting bipartite planted cliques  (Feldman–

Grigorescu–Reyzin–Vempala–Xiao, 2012)

Planted SAT/CSP (Feldman–Perkins–Vempala, 2015)



Lower bound

Theorem

∃ functions f  : Rn  → R,

realized  as NNs w a single s-sharp sigmoid layer  s.t.

any statistical algorithm learning f  over logconcave prod. dist. needs

2Ω 𝑛

𝑠2
queries to VSTAT(𝑠2𝑛)



Main result

Let σ : R → [0, 1] be monotonic increasing

and ∃a, b ∈R s.t.  |b − a| < 1/s and σ(b) − σ(a) = Ω(1)

(E.g., sum of two ReLUs w/ slope s, . . . )

In fact, suffices if affine combination of units is L1

realized  as NNs w a single s-sharp sigmoid layer  s.t.

any statistical algorithm learning f  over logconcave prod. dist. needs

2Ω 𝑛

𝑠2
queries to VSTAT(𝑠2𝑛).

Theorem

∃ functions f  : Rn  → R



The hard family of functions

σ(1/s + x)

σ(1/s − x)

φ(x) = σ(1/s + x) + σ(1/s − x) − 1

Fσ (x) = φ(x) + φ(x − 2/s) + φ(x+ 2/s) + · · ·

Fσ : R → R affine combination of σ-units,  almost 

periodic on [−෨𝑂(𝑛), ෨𝑂(𝑛)], period = 1/s



The hard family of functions

r(x + 1/(2s))

−r(x − 1/(2s))

φ0(x) = r(x + 1/(2s)) − r(x − 1/(2s))

φ(x) = φ0(1/(2s) + x) + φ0(1/(2s) − x) − 1

Fr (x) = φ(x) + φ(x − 2/s) + φ(x + 2/s) + · · ·



The hard family of functions

Slogconcave

f S

Fσ : R → R affine combination of σ-units,  almost 

periodic on [−෨𝑂(𝑛), ෨𝑂(𝑛)], period = 1/s

weights

±1

logconcave S F σ

∀ S  ⊆ {1,...,n} with |S|= n/2

𝑓𝑆 𝑥 = 𝐹𝜎 

𝑖∈𝑆

𝑥𝑖



Theory vs. practice, revisited

5 15 2010
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Theory vs. practice, revisited



Open questions

What can neural nets learn efficiently?

What if weight matrix of concept is “generic”
or well-conditioned?  

What real-world structure makes NNs easy to 
learn?  

E.g.,, do generic weights make the overall loss 
function “close” to convex?

Thank you!
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